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Searching for a tropical island paradise, rich in culture, unashamedly friendly and proudly unique?

Mauritius, Reunion and Seychelles have it all. Whether you want to laze on a secluded beach, trek

through cirques and volcanoes or snorkel in a peaceful lagoon, this guidebook points the way.

Essential for independent travellers on any budget, it features:
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I used an earlier edition of this book on a trip in 1996, in which I visited the Seychelles, Mauritius,

and Reunion. I was travelling independently (not as part of a package tour) and the book helped in

many ways to make my trip a great one. It provides a wealth of information about hotels and

restaurants, island culture, and places and things to see on the islands. If you can only visit one of

these three islands, I would recommend the Seychelles, which offer some of the finest tropical

scenery I have ever seen. One advantage of Mauritius for the budget-minded traveler is that it is

considerably less expensive than the Seychelles.

My husband and I have just recently returned from a two week trip to Mauritius. Although we booked

our trip through a well known travel agent and stayed in a hotel, the Lonely Planet Guide was

invaluable. If you are considering a trip to Mauritius and are toying with the idea of a self catering

option (which I actually would recommend), you need this book. If you are going for the hotel option

but are interested in seeing the island and sampling the local cuisine outside the hotel, you need



this book. Don't go without it. Everything that there is to see and do on the island of Mauritius, is in

the book.

I spent 4 weeks living with a family on Mauritius this past summer, and this book was invaluable. I

had many days to myself, and this book made it very easy to get around, with tips on restaurants

that were up to date, good info about getting places on the bus and what things to see. The maps

were probably the most helpful, especially in places like Port Louis and Grand Baie. I would

recommend this book to anyone traveling to Mauritius, whether on a package tour, or on their own.
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